Evidencing the Value of Outdoor Learning
Evidencing the value of outdoor learning is a recent study involving teachers
from local primary schools sharing the ways in which they currently evidence
and assess learning that takes place outdoors. The methods the teachers are
using and developing are summarized and shared here.
Quotes from teachers participating in the study are given in green.
PHOTOGRAPHS
The collection of photographs
during outdoor learning is
generally well established and
valued as ”great evidence”, easy
to manage during lessons, and
involves children. It can often be
time-consuming to make best use
of photographs. Uses are varied
and include displays, newsletters,
on school websites and school
blogs, in early years individual
pupils ‘learning journeys’, added to

curriculum topic books and in class scrap
books or ‘celebration books’ (see below).
Finding the most effective and efficient use of
photographic evidence represented a
milestone for many schools, with decisions
about what to do with the photographs starting
valuable discussions in schools about the
value of outdoor learning itself.

CURRICULUM-LINKED EVIDENCE
When the focus of an outdoor learning activity is a curriculum subject objective,
assessments are made according to school wide assessment and recording
procedures. Using a colour coding system on assessments highlights learning
outcomes achieved outside in a different colour to those achieved in the
classroom in order to ”show at a quick glance the learning taking place
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outdoors.” Colour coding is also used on planning documents to indicate the
intention to deliver activities outside.
When children produce work outside during an activity the importance of not
allowing the recording to take over from the outdoor learning activity itself is
recognised, with most recording being done back in the classroom ”so that
outdoor learning is literally being outside, as opposed to a little bit outside
and then coming in and doing loads of written work.” This approach requires
a regular commitment to timetabling outdoor learning alongside curriculum
subjects. Alternatively children enjoy written clipboard work, or notebook work
outside while some “just wanted to get on with the doing, not least because
of those children who find the recording more challenging than doing.”

ACTIVE FEEDBACK
Teachers collect active feedback from pupils during lessons, including
discussions during sharing time, thumbs up/thumbs down indicator from pupils
and using the Rainbow Rope.

Pupils can stand in the appropriate colour according to a feedback question or
learning outcome. Teachers ask similar questions at the beginning and the end
of a session, and take photographs each time, to keep a record and compare
pupil’s responses during and after activities.
VISUAL CHART
Teachers with a focus on a whole class target keep a regular, quick visual
record using a chart (see below). Progress may be charted in a key area such
as ‘being active’ or ‘working well together’. “Filling it in together with a short
discussion keeps the focus in our minds, so we’re more likely to stick at it
and they can see the progress we’ve made over the week.”
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CHILDREN’S NOTEBOOKS
Older pupils keep notes and records of their experiences outdoors, to be used “as a
memory jogger” to inform class based activity and to capture unplanned learning,
individual’s experiences and feelings that may not otherwise have been heard.
“He was able to express how was feeling through the book which he couldn’t
manage to say out loud. So that was a
really powerful moment and I certainly
wouldn’t have got that insight into his
behaviour without the book.”
Different books are used as notebooks and
teachers agree that the outdoor learning
notebook is distinct from other school
books.

“Children making the book is very
important. If the children had all been
given a normal school book I think their
responses would’ve been very different.”
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CELEBRATION BOOKS
Individual or whole class ‘celebration books’
are collated over time to produce holistic
evidence of progress in learning, combining
photographs with children’s work (both
written and drawn), and teacher comments
from observations and reflections. Older
pupils can work towards taking on full
responsibility for the book that may become
a topic book or kept more informally as a
notebook or scrapbook. The bespoke
nature of the ‘celebration book’ allows
content choices to be kept flexible and the
book to be used for a number of purposes.
This approach fits comfortably with the
outdoor learning ethos.

Teachers showed great pride in sharing their outdoor learning experiences through
their ‘celebration books’ though recognised as “time-consuming of course” but
worthwhile because “you then gain so much evidence that you can put back into
your planning and in recording, you’ve always got that book to go back to”. The
time taken to produce the books can be reduced by establishing routines regular
updating such as for printing photos and giving children opportunities to write and
draw their contributions. Teachers highlight the importance of maintaining high
expectations of pupil’s work. Teachers are confident that photographs chosen are
representative of the learning experience. Children regularly return to the books in
class, promoting discussion and recall of learning events. The ‘celebration books’
are shared with parents, and include “little personal anecdotes for the parent
when you’re writing reports”.
Early years and key stage one practitioners
recognise the value of extending the practice
across the whole school, where the collection of
evidence in this way may be less established.
Strong early years practice is evident and
represents a valuable starting point for teachers
working with children of any age.
Teachers recognise the possibilities of using
photographs, observations and children’s work in a
range of different ways, and recommend
“everybody produces something”, choosing a bestfit approach for their context.
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TEACHER’S OBSERVATIONS AND REFLECTIONS
Experienced outdoor learning teachers, and those with early years classes, include
observations of children in their ‘celebration books’, typically in individual ‘learning
journeys’, but also as reflections in whole class and topic books. The management
of collecting written observations requires a team effort from the adults involved in
outdoor activity, to avoid “interrupting the session” with difficulties arising when
additional adults “are not always aware of the ethos” though this is addressed
through ongoing communication and training provision. Teachers use their own
reflections after a lesson to record their observations of pupil’s leaning and
development, adding these to celebration books or keeping separate records.

AWARDS AND CERTIFICATES
Use of awarding bodies such as John
Muir awards and rewards or Blue
Peter green badges can motivate
learners and offer a record of
progress to be kept. The early stages
of plans to implement a bespoke
certificate award system in schools
were discussed.

“It’s a great opportunity if you’ve
got a gift in another area. You’re
still being celebrated as achieving
something as opposed to waiting for
your SATs results and hoping for
the best really.”

INDIVIDUAL PROGRESS RECORDS
Teachers who engage with regular curriculum linked outdoor learning collect
evidence of pupil progress in a range of cognitive and non-cognitive skills, using a
document such as the ‘Individual Progress Record’ (IPR).
“I just need something a bit more than the scrapbooks. The next thing I guess is
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trying to make some sort of spread sheet. If we had a scale that would then be
the next step up. And that would be easier than filling in notes, putting in a
number.”
The IPR is reported as being easy to use and manage and provides evidence of
learning that can be used within the wider school assessment system, and to
support justification of taking learning outside the classroom. Schools create
bespoke statements for their IPRs which support planning, provide insight into
individual pupil’s development, and can be used for a range of audiences.
“Because you are really focusing on putting numbers on pieces of paper, the IPR
provides a summary of alot of things you really should be looking for.”
The IPR may allow practitioners to share the benefits of outdoor learning
successfully by ‘speaking the same language’ as classroom assessment.
Teachers recommend keeping to occasional recording, to avoid ”being obsessive,
when everyone gets a tick in a box every lesson … when each child needs to
move up one point to show that all the fish are swimming slightly faster.”
Also, it was not considered necessary to keep an IPR for every child.
“I think it is better just for case studies and for a few children you might be
tracking for some other reason as well, that you think will thrive once they’ve
been outside.”
The IPR includes space for qualitative comments to provide additional insights.
Chldren using a version or section of the IPR for self-assessment is also being
considered. ”Actually getting the children involved to reflect on a few of the
statements. That would be really an interesting perspective on it.”
Teachers who engaged in regular outdoor learning recognise the value in evidencing
pathways to attainment; learning skills and knowledge that supports pupil’s progress
and lead to character development and future academic success.
Everybody genuinely feels that if children are happy and they believe in
themselves and all of those kinds of things, which we are promoting, and which
outdoor learning does so well in fostering, it’s seen that we need this before we
can get reading, writing and maths.

The example IPR shown overleaf is adapted from a research tool used in
Cook,M., Velmans, C, and Haughton, C. (2012) The Queens Wood Forest School Report:
Observations and Reflections. An overview of a year-long forest school programme with a year
4 class. Available at http://www.forestry.gov.uk/forestry/INFD-8PKKXQ
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Child’s name:

Year group:

Date (baseline):

Date (summative):

General comments and observations:
Baseline:

Summative:

Scale 0-5 (0 being never, 5 being consistently/always).
B = baseline, A = end of Autumn term, Sp = end of Spring term,
S = summative/end of Summer
Proposition for
change

Criteria

Self-esteem
and confidence

Wants to try new
things
Keen to learn/
participate
Happy to take
risks
Speaks up for self

Has awareness of
own needs
Deals with failure

Recognises
emotions
Controls/handles
emotions
Considers impact
of actions
Empathetic/
compassionate

Resolves conflict

Negotiates with
others
Has capacity for
humour
Can wait and take
turns
Forms
relationships

Contributes to
discussions
Has positive
relationships
Good leadership
skills
Works well as part
of a team

Emotional

Social

B

Score 0-5
A Sp S

Criteria
B

Score 0-5
A Sp S

Feels secure
Happy to make
decisions

Reflects on
emotional episodes
Has respect for
self/others/env.
Asserts own rights
and needs
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Takes turns to
speak
Listens to
instructions
Expands
vocabulary
Reflects on
experiences

Holds eye contact

Maintains
attention
Asks questions

Is excited and
interested
Can identify goals

Concentrates for
long periods
Recognises
frustration in self

Works towards goal

Physical skills

Good gross motor
skills
Good fine motor
skills
Good sense of
direction/accuracy
Good sensory
awareness

Good physical
stamina
Deals with terrain/
obstacles well
Aware of physical
space of self/others
Good spatial
awareness

Cognitive/
Imaginative

Applies knowledge
in new situations
Able to reason and
solve problems
Confident using
creative media
Good kinaesthetic
understanding

Uses imagination in
play and learning
Is creatively
expressive
Responds to creative
stimulus
Good metacognition

Language and
communication

Motivation and
concentration

Contributes ideas
Enjoys discussions
Listens and respond
to stories

Deals with
boredom/frustration
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Teachers use a range of methods to collect evidence of outdoor learning.
These methods fulfil multiple uses for assessment and evaluation, within the
prescriptions placed upon schools by various school policy requirements,
Teachers show that it is possible to maintain an outdoor, experiential and childcentred approach when evidencing the value of taking learning outdoors and in
this study, the more outdoor learning a school delivered, the more quantifiable
data they produced relating to children’s learning outdoors.
The process of selecting and refining evidencing methods for each school
evolves naturally, and in similar ways across different settings.
The creative and innovative approaches practitioners have developed are
impressive and a credit to the commitment enthusiasm and dedication of all the
practitioners involved.
For further details and additional findings from the study please go to
www.naturallearning.org.uk
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